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Jimmy NEUTRON ($NCN) is a Solana-based memecoin 

inspired by the animated character Jimmy Neutron from the 

beloved Nickelodeon series "The Adventures of Jimmy 

Neutron: Boy Genius." $NCN merges the innovative spirit of 

Jimmy Neutron with the dynamic world of cryptocurrency, 

creating a unique and engaging ecosystem for fans and crypto 

enthusiasts alike.

INTRODUCTION



Our vision is to combine the nostalgic charm 
of Jimmy Neutron with cutting-edge 
technology to foster a platform where users 
can learn, create, and have fun while 
participating in the crypto space. We aim to 
be a leading example of how themed 
cryptocurrencies can create meaningful and 
enjoyable user experiencesV
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$NCN aims to build a vibrant community by 
offering interactive features and gamified 
experiences inspired by Jimmy Neutron’s 
genius and adventures. It seeks to create an 
ecosystem where creativity, innovation, and 
community engagement drive the value of 
the token.
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TOKENOMICS
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 $NCN

Distribution:

50% Airdropped to early adopters and fans

20% Reserved for community rewards and events

20% Allocated to the liquidity pool

10% Set aside for development and marketing

Usage: 

$NCN tokens can be used within the 

ecosystem for various purposes such as 

participating in games, purchasing 

NFTs, voting on community decisions, 

and more.



ECOSYSTEM FEATURES

Rocket League
Rocket League is an arcade-style game where players can 
race using Jimmy Neutron-inspired rockets. $NCN serves 
as the in-game currency, allowing players to unlock 
special features, upgrades, and compete for rewards.

NCN Academy
NCN Academy offers a series of mini-courses and 
interactive learning experiences inspired by Jimmy 
Neutron’s scientific adventures. Participants can earn 
$NCN rewards for completing courses, encouraging 
both learning and engagement.

Goddard's Lab
Goddard's Lab is a virtual space where users can 
combine different NFTs and assets to create new, 
unique NFTs or enhance their current holdings. This 
feature promotes creativity and offers a playful 
approach to NFT customization.

Animated NFTs
The ecosystem will feature exclusive Jimmy Neutron-
themed animated NFTs. These collectibles can be 
bought, sold, or traded within the community, offering 
a unique and engaging way to own a piece of the 
Jimmy Neutron universe.



* RoadmapPhase 1:*Launch and 
Community Building*Initial coin launch 
on Solana blockchain*Community 
airdrop and social media 
campaignsPhase 2: *Ecosystem 
Development*Rollout of NCN Academy 
and Goddard's LabWeekly "Genius 
Challenges"Phase 3:• Interactive 
Features• Launch Rocket League game• 
Release first series of animated 
NFTsImplement community voting 
systemPhase 4: • Expansion and 
Partnerships• Establish influencer and 
content creator partnerships• Expand 
marketing effortsRelease exclusive 
merchandisePhase 5:    •Continued 
Growth and Innovation   •Ongoing 
development based on community 
feedback   •Regular updates to NCN 
Academy and Goddard's Lab   
•Additional NFT series and game 
features

ROADMAP
Phase 1:
❑ Launch and Community Building 
❑ Initial coin launch on Solana blockchain
❑ Community airdrop and social media campaigns

Phase 2: 
❑ Ecosystem Development
❑ Rollout of NCN Academy and Goddard's LabWeekly 

"Genius Challenges“

Phase 3:
❑  Interactive Features
❑ Launch Rocket League game
❑ Release first series of animated NFTs
❑ Implement community voting system

Phase 4: 
❑ Expansion and Partnerships
❑ Establish influencer and content creator partnerships
❑ Expand marketing effortsRelease exclusive merchandise

Phase 5:   
❑ Continued Growth and Innovation  
❑ Ongoing development based on community feedback  
❑ Regular updates to NCN Academy and Goddard's Lab
❑ Additional NFT series and game features



$NCN emphasizes community participation 
and governance. Holders of $NCN tokens can 
vote on key decisions, propose new features, 
and actively contribute to the development of 
the ecosystem. Regular community events 
and challenges will keep users engaged and 
invested in the project’s success.

Community and Governance

Security and Compliance
Security and compliance are top priorities 
for $NCN. We will implement robust 
security measures to protect user data and 
assets, including smart contract audits and 
ongoing monitoring. Compliance with 
relevant regulations will be maintained to 
ensure the integrity and sustainability of the 
ecosystem



Jimmy NEUTRON ($NCN) represents a fusion of 
creativity, innovation, and community spirit. By 
leveraging the beloved character of Jimmy Neutron and 
the powerful Solana blockchain, $NCN aims to create a 
dynamic and engaging ecosystem that offers value to both 
fans and crypto enthusiasts. Join us on this exciting 
journey and be part of a pioneering memecoin project 
that’s set to make waves in the crypto space.

C O N C L U S I O N



This whitepaper is for informational purposes only and does 
not constitute financial, legal, or investment advice. 

Investing in $NCN involves significant risk, including potential 
loss of your entire investment. $NCN strives to comply with 
current laws, but future regulations may affect it. No guarantees 
are made regarding $NCN's success or future value, and 
forward-looking statements are subject to risks and 
uncertainties. We are not liable for any damages related to 
$NCN use.

 $NCN is inspired by Jimmy Neutron but is independent and 
not affiliated with the trademark owner. By participating, you 
agree to this disclaimer. For more information, visit ....

DISCLAIMER
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